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• Purpose:
• Analyze impacts of policy and regulatory environment, and design and 

implementation of renewable energy (RE) auctions, on utility-scale BESS
• To help government policy makers, regulators, utilities, and RE 

developers in developing countries create level playing field for financially 
and economically viable investments

• Methods
• Researched and analyzed global experiences of auctions that included 

BESS
• Interviewed 16 representatives of RE auction participants
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STUDY PURPOSE AND METHODS



• Technical background:  BESS importance, types, and benefits; markets and valuation of 
services; trends in costs and deployment; and emerging technologies

• Policy and regulatory environment:   United States (U.S.), other developed countries, and 
developing countries

• Auctions and other competitive procurements for BESS:  Importance, compensation 
methods, and international examples

• Auction design and implementation issues for BESS

• Defining products, services, and payment arrangements

• Business models

• Qualification and bidding requirements

• Evaluation criteria

• Domestic content

• Post-award implementation and risks

• Findings and recommendations
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STUDY CONTENTS
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Source:  U.S. Department of Energy 2017
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Why Storage?
Markets are used for grid operations in the order of seconds to minutes, such as frequency regulation and 
demand response. Some essential reliability capabilities, such as inertial response, occur faster than typical 
market signals. 



• Short duration (2-4 
hours)

• Lithium-ion       
(Li-ion)

• Long duration

• Flow batteries

• Compressed air

• Hydrogen

• Pumped storage 

(hydropower)
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Types Of Storage

Source:  Hering 2019
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Impact of Energy Storage Flexible Ramping on the Duck Curve
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Projections of Stationary Battery Energy Storage Capacity by 
Location

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance



• Competitive procurement
• Variable renewable energy auctions may require storage (Scaling Up 

Renewable Energy)
• USAID-NREL Partnership
• Grid-Scale Battery Storage: Frequently Asked Questions
• Behind-the-meter solar-plus-storage program design: With 

considerations for India
• Power Africa ReCharge
• Energy Storage Resource and Info Library
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Implications for USAID

https://www.usaid.gov/energy/scaling-renewables
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/74426.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/74131.pdf
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• Before 2018, federal rules for wholesale electricity markets designed for large centralized 
generators and one-way electricity flows
• RE systems, including BESS, require two way flows of electricity from producers to 

power systems and power systems to producers
• Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Order 841 of 2018

• Required Regional Transmission Operators and Independent System Operators to 
allow BESS to equitably participate in wholesale market, removing barriers to entry

• Required fair remuneration for multiple BESS services in absorbing and releasing 
electricity to meet demand by time and location

- Improved load factor and reliability
- Ability to avoid or defer capital-intensive power generation and transmission 

investments
- Ancillary services:  black start, spinning reserves, non-spinning reserves, voltage 

and frequency regulation
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U.S. Federal Policy and Regulatory Environment



• States regulate utilities and retail power markets 
• Set RE portfolio standards or goals

- At or near 100 percent in about 25 states
• Manage or regulate auctions and other competitive procurements for 

utility-scale RE and BESS
• Focus on developer commitments and qualifications
• Identify qualified Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) 

companies to facilitate BESS implementation
• States leading the way

• Focused on California, Texas, Nevada,  Arizona, and Oregon
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U.S. State Policy and Regulatory Environment



• State targets
• California: 1,325 MW by 2020 (Pacific Gas and Electric, Southern California 

Edison, San Diego Gas and Electric)

• Nevada: 1,000 MW by 2030

• Arizona: 850 MW by 2030 (Arizona Public Service) plus1,400 MW (Tucson 
Electric Power) 

• Oregon: 595 MW by 2024

• U.S. total projected deployment
• 523 MW/year in 2019

• 7.3 GW/year in 2025 (Wood McKenzie)
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Largest U.S. State Targets and National Projected Annual 
Deployment of Utility-Scale BESS



• Levelized cost of energy (LCOE) from Li-ion batteries 
decreased 84 percent between 2010 and 2019 
(BloombergNEF 2019)

• Peak power from standalone BESS or RE with BESS 
has become cost effective.

• Rolling blackouts caused by heat wave due to power 
shortages

• Wildfires cause utility rolling blackouts for safety
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BESS Market Drivers in California

• State renewable portfolio standards with assigned utility targets
• 44 percent by 2024
• 60 percent by 2030
• 100 percent by 2045

2019 Rolling blackouts
Source: Bloomberg



• First step: utility-scale projects
• 1325 MW target for utility-scale BESS by 2020
• One EPC has 2,700 MW of BESS expected by 2024

• New approaches
• Microgrid in Gonzales, CA
• Community BESS: Community Choice Aggregators (CCA)
• Behind the Meter Self-Generation Incentive Program ($1.2B) 

for residential, commercial, and industrial customers
• New technologies: Zinc and vanadium flow batteries
• Tesla Megapack Monterrey: 182.5 MW, one of the largest BESS 

projects to date
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Examples: BESS Implementation in California
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• Auctions have solid track record for efficient procurement of VRE capacity and 
generation
• Efficient price discovery to identify and share cost savings with customers
• Dynamic price auctions reduce winner’s curse (tendency to under-bid)
• Long-term power purchase agreements (PPAs) facilitate bank loans and equity 

investments
• Auctions can also be useful for hybrid VRE and BESS projects

• Many examples in the last two years: India, Thailand, USA, Chile, Australia
• Business models and auction designs in state of flux

• Challenges in obtaining compensation for full range of benefits (value stacking) in many 
locations 
• Most VRE auctions designed for one product (MW of capacity/MWh of generation)
• Often, limited or non-existent markets for hybrid VRE and BESS
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Auctions for  Variable Renewable Energy (VRE), BESS Hybrids 



• PPAs are contracts specifying products or services, purchase and sale obligations, 
pricing, and time period (often 10-25 years)

• Complex documents with detailed terms and conditions, can be designed in many 
ways

• Introducing BESS increases range of products that can be contracted/auctioned 
• BESS as standalone asset

• BESS in combination with VRE 

• BESS as part of technology-neutral solutions
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Power Purchase Agreement Design for RE and BESS



• Some auctions base awards solely on price

• Pass-fail qualification process

• Only qualified applicants can submit financial bids

• Suitable for well-understood products or services with standard contract terms requiring 
little negotiation

• Flexible to accommodate dynamic reverse auctions to increase competition, reduce prices

• Some auctions base awards on price as well as non-price factors 

• Evaluation scoring of technical qualifications of prequalified bidders

• Receive financial proposals (written bid in a sealed envelope)

• Calculate weighted average of factors and identify winners

• Suitable for products or services not clearly defined or where innovative solutions are 
encouraged

• But more complex and costly to administer
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Auction Qualification and Bidding Requirements



• Some countries have included domestic content requires in VRE auctions

• Minimum share of equipment costs domestically produced

• Bid price adjustments, evaluation preferences, eligibility for special lines of credit, 
or award quotas for bids meeting DCR

• Requirements for training or mentoring local workers in installation, operation, 
and maintenance (most labor-intensive stages)

• Requirements for inclusion of domestic EPC firms

• Rationale:  Improve balance of payments, create local jobs, develop infant industries, 
accelerate technology transfer or development, increase EPC capacity, etc.

• Disadvantages:  May increase costs and reduce competition and quantity, quality, 
reliability, or durability of goods and services

• Not applied yet to utility-scale BESS since relatively few manufacturers, primarily in 
developed countries
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Domestic Content Requirements (DCR)
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Award Criteria and Pay-outs in VRE and BESS Auctions

Award Criteria                                                

Lowest Bid for …
Pay-Out Calculation Examples

Installed capacity $/MW x MW of firm capacity Roraima (State in Brazil)

Delivered power $/MWh x MWh of delivered power Australia

Generated power, with location-

based adjustments

($/MWh x MWh of generated power) + (positive or negative nodal 

adjustment factor)
Mexico

Peak power (with fixed feed-in-

tariff for off-peak power)
($/peak MWh x peak MWh) + (feed-in tariff in $/MWh x off-peak MWh) India

 RE generation and BESS capacity
($/MWh x MWh of generated power) + ($/MW x MW of storage 

capacity)
Nevada (U.S.) 

Firm power in specific time blocks 

(optimization algorithm)
Chile

(Power delivered in each time block) x (bid price for the time blocks). 

Surpluses and shortfalls traded on the spot market
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Shifting Supply Risks to Sellers Increases Incentives for BESS and 
Hybrid Solutions

Deemed 
Generation

Actual 
Generation

Pay as 
Contracted

Time-
Differentiated 

Blocks
Quasi-Firm Energy

Firm capacity and  
energy  

Contract Terms

MW available * 
estimated 
number of 

operating hours

MWh actually 
produced over 

a long time 
period

MWh contracted 
- differences 

settled at market 
price

MWh contracted 
per time-block - 

differences 
settled at market 

price

Dispatchable 
electricity 

contracted for peak 
and off-peak period

Dispatchable 
electricity 

contracted on a 24x7 
basis

Variability Risk

Curtailment Risk

Market Risk

Risk Allocation More to buyers More to sellers



Seven Business Models for BESS in Auctions
BESS Role Description Examples

1. Standalone resources Defer grid updates, provide local 
ancillary services

Orsted (UK), Colombia (2020)

2. Value stacking 
services

Various products and services to 
the system

ESKOM South Africa (2020), Terna
(Italy)

3. Ancillary services Range of ancillary services Chile, US Pools, Australia

4. Peak loads or 
capacity markets

Hybrid BESS/VRE to meet peak 
load requirements

France (2020), California (Oxnard,
Puente – SCE), India (2019)

5. Time-differentiated
supply blocks

Profiled MWh delivery obligation Chile (2019), Colombia (2020)

6. Semi-dispatchable
electricity

Batteries supporting semi-
dispatchable supply

Thailand (2018), India (2020)

7. Firm power and 
dispatchable 24/7 
capacity

Batteries supporting 24x7 
dispatchable supply

Brazil (Roraima) (2019)



1. Integrated utility or system operator owns, maintains, and operates BESS 
(ESKOM in South Africa)

2. System operator tenders a build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) contract 
for BESS
• Would not own assets, but have full operational control (state of charge) 
• Will receive compensation for storage capacity made available to 

system operator
3. System operator auctions one product, but BESS owner free to explore 

other revenue streams (e.g. Hornsdale in Australia)
4. Auction tendering multiple BESS services (to be explored)
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Ways to Increase Compensation for BESS Services: “Value Stacking” 



1. Government agencies and utilities need to modify rules, procedures, and rate 
provisions in RE auctions to create a level playing field for bids that include BESS

2. Auction rules and requirements should not limit eligibility and competitiveness of 
bids that include BESS as a standalone, co-located, or hybrid resource

3. Policy makers should consider auction contracts with different degrees of power 
firmness that shift some VRE risk from buyers to sellers

4. Value stacking is important for BESS investment returns at present, and there are 
no industry standards or markets for pricing all BESS services

5. Various business models can be used for utility-scale BESS in RE auctions

6. As BESS markets mature, more sophisticated auction designs can facilitate 
competition and innovation and expand range of products and services
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Findings and Recommendations
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Follow Up

• Webinar recording and presentation will be shared with all registrants

• Report available at https://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PA00X315.pdf

• Access previous CEADIR discussions and resources on our Climatelinks Resource 
Page

• Additional questions?

• Pablo Torres: ptorres@crownagents.com

• Andrew Fang: anfang@usaid.gov

• Patrick Doyle: pdoyle1@bellsouth.net

• Luiz Maurer: luizmaurer2@gmail.com

• Eric Hyman (USAID CEADIR COR): ehyman@usaid.gov

https://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PA00X315.pdf
https://www.climatelinks.org/project/ceadir
mailto:ptorres@crownagents.com
mailto:anfang@usaid.gov
mailto:pdoyle1@bellsouth.net
mailto:luizmaurer2@gmail.com
mailto:ehyman@usaid.gov


Questions and Answers

Patrick Doyle 
CEADIR

Andrew Fang 
USAID

Luiz Maurer
CEADIR
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